**Box 1**

   - 1946

2. Preliminary sketches: Early Aircraft  
   - 1912-25

3. Preliminary sketches: Boeing B-9 Bomber and Martin TM-4  
   - 1931

4. Preliminary sketches: People of the Trade, WWI

5. Preliminary sketches: (WWII) with 1st jet engine

6. Preliminary sketches: Transport aircraft  
   - Martin 202, Lockheed C3, Constellation  
   - 1950

7. Preliminary sketches: helicopters

8. Sketches: Silver prints

9. Photostats: Transport aircraft with preliminary design of Boeing Jet  
   - 1925-60

10. Photostats: Military transport, World War II  
    - With air mail, JN4D Curtiss Jenny, post World War I

11. Photostats: Military propeller, World War II aircraft  
    - 1912

12. Photostats: Military jet aircraft  
    - 1950

13. “Flaming Flying Guns” by Jim Ray with preliminary cover sketch  
    - 1943-44

14. “Wings Over America”  
    - 1943

15. “Flying Time” by Jim Ray  
    - 1943
16 “The History of American Aviation and the Basic Rudiments of Flight” by Jim Ray

17 Two copies: “Album of Aviation” by Jim Ray

18 “The Inside Story of the Flying Fortress Boeing B-17” by Jim Ray 1940

19 “Helldivers and Hellcats/Famous U.S. Navy Fighter in Action” by Jim Ray

20 “Wings Over America” by Jim Ray – Book Dummy 1953

21 Wings Over America: Bendix Aviation Corp Drawing

22 “Wings Over America” by Jim Ray 1951

Box 2

1 “Planes of the Sonic Age/Jets Rockets and Missiles of the Flying Future” by Jim Ray

2 The Jet Agers Club: TV Program Plan 1955

3 Two book plates: Incl. History of Aviation Collection, UT-Austin

4 “New York Times Magazine” 1954
   “Newsweek” 1953
   “Flying” 1953
   “Sperryscope” 1953

5 Newspaper article reference material 1953

6 Book Reviews: “The Story of Air Transport”

7 “The Story of the U.S. Army Air Forces” by Jim Ray 1945
8  “Flying Time” by Jim Ray
9  “The Story of American Aviation” by Jim Ray 1946
10 Two copies: “Aviation Sketchbook” by Jim Ray
    Original art layout: “World Airways” 1946
11  “Super Skyliner”: Preliminary book dummy 1949
12  “50 Years of Powered Flight” by Jim Ray 1953
13  50 Years if Powered Flight” - Chronology
    Drawings, photo, Repro Stats, Clippings 1953
14  50 Years of Powered Flight” – Chronology 1903-53
15  50 Years of Powered Flight
16  Photos
17  See Navigation System/Bendix GCA/Par 1951
18  Douglas DC-6 and the Douglas X-3 1953
19  Bendix art work for book, “Wings Over America”
20  “The Jet Air Age and Your U.S. Air Force”, 1953
    book dummy
21  “The Jet Air Age and Your U.S. Air Force”
    “Outstanding Airmen of World War II”
    “Outstanding Airmen of Your United States Air Force”
    “The Air Age and Your U.S. Air Force”
    “The U.S. Air Force Your Son and the Jet Air Age”
    “You Be The Judge It’s Up to You”
    “Your Son’s Air Force Life”
22  “The Jet Air Age and Your U.S. Air Force”
23  “Dynamic Flight Review 50 Years of Air Progress”
    “Sperryscope”
Box 4

1 Photos

2 Phillips 66 presents Milestones in Aviation

3 Milestones to Aviation: Preliminary Sketches

4 Correspondence: Suggestions for Milestones in Aviation Booklet

5 Clippings: Milestones in Aviation

6 Wings Over America, NBC Radio Script 1940

7 Wings Over America, NBC Radio Script 1941

8 Wings Over America: Manuscripts 1953
   Change of title and text from first edition:
   Fifty Years of Powered Flight
   Sales Promotion notes

9 Wings Over America: Manuscript, Caption, Galley proofs 1953